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,\ Il plant fossils hitherto known from the Lower Permian of the Oslo 
1'"\. Region are impressions in shale or sandstone. In September 
1936, however, the Lettonian paleontologist Dr. N. DEL LE, while ex

amining some proflles in Asker and Bærum, succeeded in flnding a 
piece of silicifled wood, which he presented to the Paleontological 
Museum, Oslo. It was found in the proflle at Tanum Church, just 
above the conglomerate, and consequently belongs to the same horizon 
as most of the plants at Semsvik in Asker (compare the diagrammatic 
proflle, HoL TE DAHL 1931, p. 327, reproduced in HøEG 1935, p. 3). 

The specimen ( PA 1320) is 15 cm long, and the diameter about 
5 cm. The central part of the stem is not preserved, the specimen 
representing a fragment of the stem from somewhere between the 

centre and the surface without including any of them. The preservation 
is not bad, and the wood is scarcely compressed at all; but only in 
very few places of small extension the bordered pits of the tracheides 
are left, and the pi ts between the tracheides and the medullary ra y 
cells are not vis i ble with certainty at all. 

There is no trace of growth zones. No resin canals. Diameter 
of tracheides variable. Medullary rays numerous, preponderantly 
uniseriate, less than 5 °;o being do u ble in o ne or rare ly two cells; as 
anomalies were found two rays, both of them 18 cells high, which 
were double in 4 cells respectively in nearly all. Height mostly be
tween 2 and 8 cells, but varying upwards to more than 20. The 
results of an examination of 300 rays are shown on next side. Ray 
cells as seen in the tangential section isodiametric. - Bordered pits 
observed only on the radial walls of the tracheides, either alternately 
biseriate and polygonal, or uniseriate and (apparently) round, in the 
latter case not covering the whole side of the tracheide. Height of 
pit generally about 16 ,u, varying from 15 ,tt to 20 ,u. Pits in the 
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crossing fields of ray cells 
and tracheides not observ
ab1e with any certainty. Only 
in one place there are traces 
which may represent re
mains of the wall ( Fig. 6): 

The crossing field is black, 
probably due to organic re
mains of the cell wall, and 
in part of it 5 round hoies 
are somewhat indistinctly 
seen; if they really represent 
pores, their number in the 

25 entire crossing field must 
have been greater, probably 
about 8- 10. No xylem 
parenchyma observed. 

Variation in number of cells in the medullary 

rays, based upon an examination of 300 rays. 

This wood, although far from perfectly preserved, offers struc
tural details enough for at !east an approximate determination, basing 
upon the monographic description and clavis by K. FRENTZEN 

( 193 1): It belongs pro ba bly to either Dadoxylon saxonicum or 
D. Schrollianum, both species described by GåPPERT and emended by 
FRENTZEN; if the observations as to the ra y pits are trustworthy (which 
is anything but certain) the weight of evidence is in favour of the 
former species, and the considerable diameter of the tracheide pits 
points in the same direction. 

The Dadoxylon type of wood ranges from the Devonian period 
towards our own days, its modern parallel being Araucaria. The 
Paleozoic species cannot be referred to any definite mother plants, 
but may belong to conifers as well as to Cordaites. - D. saxonicum, 
according to FRENTZEN, has been found chiefly in the Rotliegendes 
at Chemnitz. 
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Fig. l. 
Figs. 2�3. 

Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6. 

Dadoxylon cf. saxonicum GISPP. em. FRENTZEN. 

Transverse section. 7:. l 00. 

Tangential sections, showing some of the rare double medullary rays. :� 100. 

Radial section, showing uniseriate pits in tracheide wall. x 200. 

Radial section, with biseriate pits. x 100. 

Radial section. In the middle is seen a crossing field between a ray 

cell and a tracheide with same dubious pits. x 200. 
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